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Kelly: You're listening to the See Jane Invest podcast, episode two. See Jane enjoy sex ed
with Polly Rodriguez, founder and CEO of Unbound. A direct to consumer sexual
wellness company hoping to change how feminist explore and enjoy their sex lives. 

Hi, I'm Kelly Keenan Trumpbour, as an angel investor and film producer, there's one
question I always ask myself and the women I mentor. What does it mean to invest in
yourself and not simply wait around for someone else to invest in you? If you wanna play
big in places that might not be familiar with your voice, your brand of leadership, and
your place in the world, the first person you should be expecting to back you, is you. 
So if you're craving a conversation that goes beyond fighting for a seat at the table and
instead, talks about how to take over the whole damn lunch room, you're in the right
place. Welcome to the See Jane Invest podcast. 

You know, every once in a while I, as an investor, get the rare opportunity to meet a
company that just embodies something that completely strikes a chord with what I hope
changes out in the world, and the magic is that it's not just a social impact thing. In my
book, it's a great product. It's a great company. It's got a great founder. That is certainly
the case with Unbound, and as you can tell, I'm clearly biased because this is a company
I invested in. This is an example of one of the companies that is in the See Jane Invest
portfolio, and you're going to be hearing today from Polly Rodriguez.  
As the CEO of Unbound, Polly has always been drawn to turning terrible experiences into
great ones for customers. With a background in strategy consulting, she started her
career at Deloitte specializing in brand building and customer experience. She went on
to scale the Y Combinator startup, Grouper, which focused on the worst experience of
all, dating in New York City, and subsequently, globally. But there was always one
shopping experience that she found to be the worst, buying your first vibrator as a
woman. 

Years later, she's now the CEO of Unbound, the first direct to consumer brand name in
sexual wellness. So heads up if you're listening to this episode. We are going to be
talking about a company that specializes in vibrators. We are discreet, but in case you
have small children that you haven't had a chance to talk to them about this, or you're at
work, nothing about this conversation in any way is vulgar at all. So I just want to preface
that, and I hope that you will join us for it. But heads up, we are talking about a company
that specializes in sex toys. Alright, let's dive in. 
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Okay, so today's guest is Polly Rodriguez, and I'm biased because she runs Unbound,
which is one of the companies in the See Jane Invest portfolio. I saw her not long ago at a
Baltimore Angels pitch meeting, and this was an example of a pitch that I honestly just
fell in love with. A lot of the companies in my portfolio I consider social impact, and when
people see Unbound in my portfolio, they kind of do a head scratch. And they're like,
"How do you justify that one as social impact?" And for those of you who don't know,
Unbound is a sex toy company that was created by women for women, and for anyone
who identifies as a femme. The story that Polly told at the beginning of her pitch just hit
home with me. I'll let her share a little bit about that, and we'll talk some more. But Polly,
welcome to the program, and with that introduction, can you just give us a little bit of
background as to how Unbound got started, and what it means to you? 

Polly Rodriguez: Yeah, thanks so much for having me, and for those very kind words. I
think it was funny. When I first started pitching Unbound, I used to not tell the origin
story behind it. I think because pitching to investors is nerve wracking in general, but I
think when the origin behind the company is a deeply personal one, it's a lot to get up in
front of, I think, a room of strangers and tell some of the most emotional stories. But I
think ultimately I realize that when you do share those stories, you are being vulnerable
in a moment and letting investors really understand what's gonna keep you going. 

So for me it was going through a cancer diagnosis at age 21, and part of my prognosis
included radiation treatment. So I went through radiation treatment, and my doctors sat
me down and said, "You're never gonna have children as a result of radiation treatment."
But that was all they really told me, and so I ended up ... I had hot flashes and all these
symptoms. I ended up online googling my symptoms, and that was how I found out I was
going through menopause at such a young age. It was my first view into, I think, what I
think a lot of women in femme identifying individuals feel which is marginalized when it
comes to our sexual health and wellness and our entitlement to being informed and to
exploration. 

So I did what a lot of young women do, which was try to find the nearest place near me
to shop in the category specifically to buy lubricant and a vibrator because my libido was
kind of crashing, and there were all these side effects. I had a very serious boyfriend at
the time, and I just didn't want it to be ... Cancer feels like a death sentence in so many
ways, and I didn't want it to be the end of my sexuality and sexual health. And ended up
a Hustler Hollywood on the north side St. Louis, and I just remember in that moment
thinking, how is this the best that's out there? 
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So fast forward 10 years later, and we started working on Unbound. And it's just kind of
really grown organically, really exploded in the last two years or so to be an online
destination that makes and sells intimate products, or vibrators, lubricants and
accessories. And we sell predominantly to women in hopefully a way that they
appreciate and in a way that feels good as opposed to how I felt when I walked into that
Hustler Hollywood back in, I guess it would have been 2010 at this point. So, yeah. 

Kelly: And it's funny, that's the story that, I mean, when I heard you tell that story as an
investor, I thought it was incredibly brave because I could completely understand that
decision in your head. Like, "Okay, do I include this highly detailed, intimate, personal
story into a narrative that's going in front of a bunch of people who are gonna basically
go through my numbers." You know, that's not just pitching a magazine or an editor
hoping to get an essay out there. This is a business transaction, and yet, I had been
introduced to your company through one of the other female Angels at the Baltimore
Angels. And she just raved about your product.  

When I was listening to your pitch, there was two things that just got me right away. Now
I have never had to deal with a cancer diagnosis, but my husband and I did deal with
infertility and IVF for well over a decade. That has its own setbacks to your sense of
sexuality, intimacy, and just body recovery. So I had also been someone that had been
encouraged to look into reclaiming the joys of intimacy in new and creative ways. And
like you, I walked into a sex toy store near where I lived, and I mean, the visual overload
of garish, god-awful images that was just not what would put me in the mood to buy
anything. 

I mean, that was my first experience. There was actually a few more stores that I found
that are curated by women that are ... It's a much more pleasant experience, but I
completely identified when you were telling me that, going into the store. What was so
funny, like my husband actually makes fun of me for this because it was just so visually
loud and creepy. You know, it was kind of one of the stores that has that feeling like, you
went behind a black curtain, and you're looking for other people who are behind
magazines, hiding their faces. It didn't- 

Polly Rodriguez: Yeah. 
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Kelly: It did not feel like a fun, open, hey let's enjoy our sexuality. It was like, skeevy. I ran
and grabbed the only thing that looked remotely familiar to me, and I didn't even really
pay attention to it. I just bought it and brought it home. Well when I got it home, it was
this vibrator set that was done in pink and purple. My husband was like, "What exactly ...
Why did you buy this?" And I was like, "Honest to god, if I think about it, it's because that
store reduced me to a place of little girl terror, and this thing reminds me of a My Little
Pony set. And that felt happy and safe, and so I bought it. Okay?" It was like a really
crappy set. We didn't even wind up using it. But come your product, come Unbound, I've
gotten a chance to not only see the site, but see some of the products, and it's a totally
different experience. Clearly I'm biased because I'm an investor in your company, but I've
gotten the boxes from Unbound. They're lovely. They're beautiful. They're elegant.
They're discreet. 

Whether or not someone feels comfortable going into a store or buying online, to me the
social impact of everything that you are doing, when people ask me, "How are you
talking about this as social impact?" I'm like, "Are you kidding me?" There isn't a safe
place yet, for women to create products that help their sexual identity without them
being at best, the underdogs. At worst, attacked and assailed for being so forward about
enjoying their sexuality. I loved that there was a woman curating products for women,
and doing it from the lens of whole body health and sexual health. That it wasn't just,
hey, this is about having a wonderful time with your romantic partner or Valentine's Day
or being kinky and experimental. Hey, that's great too, but it's like this is part of our
bodies, and this is part of our lives.  

This is underrepresented in the culture. There aren't a lot of places for people to go to
figure this stuff out. I wanted it to exist. So to me it's social impact all the way. 
Polly Rodriguez: Yeah, I'm just gonna bring you to all my pitch meetings. I'm gonna let
you get up ... I mean, you perfectly explained, I think, so much of the ethos behind why
we're doing what we're doing. Ultimately, I think, it's interesting in conversations with
investors where, when they do get uncomfortable, I'm like, "Look, if this was easy,
someone would have already done it." Right? There's a reason this feels a little
uncomfortable, and that's not necessarily a bad thing. Ultimately, we do all feel
uncomfortable talking about it, but it's like a fundamental, universal truth to life that
none of us would be here without sex and sexuality.  

So I think despite, especially America's complicated relationship with sex ... Well one, we
wrote a check for $13,000 to Planned Parenthood last year. We did a campaign where  
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you could send a vibrator to any congressional member of your choosing that included
facts about how when we, when the government invests in Planned Parenthood, for
every dollar that goes into reproductive health, you save $7 in Medicaid expenses. So we
really do try to ... We champion reproductive health from a million different angles, but
ultimately try to always give back to the organizations that are so integral we believe, to
just sex education and reproductive health in the United States. 

So I do think that we are a social impact company, and I think also we are tackling an
issue that fundamentally I believe, the more we can educate around sex and sexuality,
especially for young women, femme identifying and non-binary individuals ... It's a
market and an area that there is still so much inequality. I do believe undoubtedly, it's a
social impact company, even if we're not from the outside looking in seemingly so. We
really do try to champion the cause of reproductive health. 

Kelly: And that was a pretty ... I mean, that whole campaign was just fantastic. I loved
watching it. But you know, if you go on Unbound's website, you even have quotes that
came up from your advocacy efforts and people who are not happy about that. I got my
roots in advocacy. I used to lobby on Capitol Hill. It's really something, if you're not just a
sex toy company and a company that's looking after how people are enjoying their
bodies, but you're actually moving into doing something that can have an impact for
policy and to be kind of called out on that on top of everything else. 
I love that you use it in your marketing, but that's not an easy thing to take on in addition
to running a business. 

Polly Rodriguez: Oh my gosh. No. I got death threats. I got ... so when we did this
campaign, the whole focus was on ... There was one very specific, and hopefully obvious,
political party that was attacking Planned Parenthood. So we took on the campaign to
kind of rally behind Planned Parenthood, ultimately hoping to donate a bunch of money
to them, which we did.  

What I did not expect was for Sarah Palin's website, and for Breitbart's website to just
write article after article. Not only about the company, but about me as a person. The
comments ... There's a whole, crazy world and environment around women and getting
attacked by the alt right in terms of just death threats about your looks, about your
promiscuity. People just making a lot of assumptions about you as a person, and there
was a day where the team caught me just in the corner, honestly crying because some of 
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the things people had to say were just so viscous and mean. It's my own fault for reading
them. I should have just ignored them, but you know, I think there's a lot of controversy
now since, dating back to the dawn of time, of women who feel empowered and in
control of their bodies and of their sexuality. 

I think we really lean into the belief that that is a powerful thing and not a bad thing. I
think it's controversial, but most brands that are doing something worth while are
controversial in nature. 

Kelly: Yeah. I think what you did very well from an advocacy side ... I mean, correct me if
I'm wrong, but part of the campaign was, you got to send a vibrator to people in
Congress, right? 

Polly Rodriguez: Yeah. So you could pick ... I mean, the tech we created was really cool
too. You could put in your zip code, and it would pull up who are your local
representatives. You could send it to any Congressional member along with the
educational pamphlet. Mitch McConnell alone got, I think, 300.  

So I think, you have to think about as a brand, what are the cool ways that we can speak
to the values of our customers while also benefiting the organizations that they want to
champion, and when you do that, everybody wins because you get to write a check to
Planned Parenthood. You get to provide value to your customer in a way that is
meaningful to them. It was one of those campaigns where we just thought, maybe a
couple people will do this. Then quickly, overnight, thousands and thousands of people
were participating.  

So I think it was just cool to really hit a chord that was resonating with our audience. 
Kelly: And it's interesting too because if I'm right, when you sent these to the
Congressional Representatives, it wasn't hostile. I mean, I don't think what you did was
send a dildo in the mail and have someone open it and be like, "Ha ha, I sent you a
penis." You were sending something that was supposed to be educational, and it was
showing like, hey this is what we do. This is why this is important, right? 
Polly Rodriguez: Yeah. That also really fine line we had to walk because we also are very
big on sensitivity training and talking about this and how do you walk that line of being
respectful of consent and all of that. So yeah, the pamphlet definitely hit on the fact that
female sexual health is a really important component to the reproductive health
conversation. The pamphlet had all these facts about how important it is, and when you  
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opened it, it said we're sending you this as a gift from one of your constituents with the
message that reproductive health is really important. Female sexual wellness is really
important. These are products that tangibly improve the lives of women. We hope you
will use it with a partner, or give it to a woman in your life who you think deserves it.
Obviously, with having a conversation around consent first.  

So it was coming from a place of, you know, if these people are going to legislate about
the female body and reproductive system and what rights we can and cannot have, they
should be really educated around what women need when it comes to sexual health and
wellness. 

Kelly: And it's interesting 'cause having come out of politics, I'm really sad to hear that
you personally got attacked because I certainly understand that there are people who
are going to have opposing view points. I really have a respect for the two party system
and that there's a diversity of opinions. But I think it's sad when you can't even have a
message like that go out without it coming back to you personally. So I'm sorry you had
to deal with that, but it was still a really fantastic campaign. Talk about the Give A Fuck
Campaign 'cause that was a different campaign than this one. So talk about that one. 

Polly Rodriguez: Yeah. We did that around Valentine's Day. One of the things that we ...
We really like to lead with data. So this is a category where, as you can imagine, there's
not a ton of data. There's not a lot of market research, and one of the data points that
we aggregated and found was that there was a lot of gifting happening organically,
especially from female friend to female friend. So we have a really strong referral and
word of mouth, just organic traction channel. 

So we tried to think about, how can we encourage more people to talk to their friends
about sexual health and wellness. Especially, I think, from a signaling mechanism, when
you have a friend who says, "Oh my god. You definitely should buy a vibrator. It's not
weird. You deserve it. It's awesome." You kind of both give validity to a shopping
experience and a component to a woman's life that perhaps she was not able to give
herself permission to shop in. Then you also just ... You know, it's a fun gift to give. You
create an opportunity for someone to have a conversation about sexuality, about
masturbation, about these topics what we're all curious about but often intimidated to
talk about. 
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So we did the Give A Fuck campaign which basically, when you bought the $99 vibrator,
which is one of our top best sellers, it's called Squish, the harder you squeeze it, the
harder it vibrates, you had the opportunity to gift our $17 vibrator, which is called Zip
which is a really good intro vibe. Just a bullet, one speed, but when you bought Squish
you could gift a Zip to any woman in your life. The woman would have to opt in. So we
wanted to make sure that there was consent, and nobody was gonna be trolling anyone
with this campaign. But we saw all these women choose to gift these vibrators to
another woman in their life, and I think it was really representative of what we see
happening across the board which is just organic sisterhood and women championing
each other and giving each other permission to explore in this part of their life. 

Kelly: Yeah, and I should mention too, that in terms of fundraising and being a startup,
one of the conversations that popped up after you pitched was, among the investors,
was the fact that there were some investors that were squeamish about going into this
company. Even though it was fantastic, just because it has a tag of sex toys and sex. The
way the internet works, if you get tagged with that, you get tagged with a whole bunch of
other things.  

So to even ... If you have a website like I do where you mention what companies are in
your portfolio and who you backed, there were some investors that were like, "Ah. I don't
know that I want to invite that attention." Talk about how that actually plays out in your
life, personally and in the business, when you're dealing with social media and SEO. You
get lumped in with some pretty harsh stuff. 

Polly Rodriguez: Yeah. Wow. That's a ... There's so many ways I could answer that
question. I think personally, it has not been easy. When I told my parents that this is
what I wanted to do, I remember they both like believed in the cause, but my mom was
just really worried about reputational risk. She was just like, "After Unbound, what if
Unbound fails, and then what if you can never get a job because of what Unbound sold
and did and what kind of company it was?" I think, I do think that societal expectations
are changing, but it makes it difficult. Especially something as silly and seemingly
straightforward as online dating. Somebody can Google me and things that come up are
all over the place, right? It's weird I think, having all that information, all that intimate
information about yourself. Like going through menopause and running a vibrator
company and all this stuff. The fact that it's on the internet can be daunting, and it's ...
I've definitely had a range of experiences when it came to first dates as far as people
finding out that information ahead of time. 
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Kelly: Oh, I could bet. 

Polly Rodriguez: Yeah. 

Kelly: We find even the whole dating climate as it is, is hard enough, but add that into the
mix. Yeah.  

Polly Rodriguez: Yeah. I mean, I'm lucky in that most people are just like really curious
and interested about it, but sometimes when you go on a first date, it's like, I don't
wanna ... I just wanna talk about stuff that's not relevant to work and what I do. The nice
thing is that, in terms of an SEO perspective and a branding perspective, because the bar
is so low in terms of sexual exploration and education in a way that feels good, when
people land on our site after being up against the other search results that are coming
up against Unbound, we see such high conversion. We see that those customers come
back and shop with us over and over again because it does feel so different.  

But the first industry trade show I went to, I remember I got my ... At the time, we were
selling other people's products instead of making our own. So as one of the bigger
buyers in the space, and I got my itinerary to have all my meetings with suppliers, and all
of the meetings took place in hotel rooms, one-on-one with these older, middle aged
men. It was just one of those situations where I was like, this is so uncomfortable and
unprofessional and reflective of, I think, the history of the industry where you have ... It's
just not an elevated, mature industry. The people are lovely and nice, and I don't have
anything negative to say about them. But it's just ... It's an industry where, historically,
people shied away from it. From the investment perspective, from the talent perspective,
and so as a result of that, you have this industry that's kind of relegated to the shadows
and not best in class from a design and brand perspective. 

Kelly: Yeah. We've talked a lot about some of the things you've been up against from
your origins story of why Unbound even came into existence to some of the political
battles. Let's talk about some of the good stuff. Can you talk about some of the positive
responses you got from member of Congress, if there were any? How is it been to run
this business? What have been the positive perks of being in this business, both from the
satisfaction side and also the financial side? 

Polly Rodriguez: Yeah. I think the number one perk of being in the business is just our
customer service inbox. We have a brand that I think, people always talk ... Investors,  
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founders, all things startup always talk about product market fit. I think, it was so funny
because when I first started the company, we immediately had product market fit. So
when founders would say, "Oh, I'm struggling to find product market fit," I never really
could relate to that because people overwhelmingly loved the brand and loved the
products and loved what we were doing. Instead, we faced a lot of institutional barriers
of everything from opening a checking account to being able to advertise.  
I think overwhelmingly, the biggest perk of running on Unbound is the emails we get
from all kinds of women. Women in their 60's that are going through menopause.
Women that are college students that were sexually assaulted and are trying to reclaim
their sexuality. Women that are in their 30's that have never had an orgasm, or maybe
just had a baby and are trying to figure out what does their sexuality look like. Also going
through post partum. So knowing that you are servicing a group of people that actually
need what you are selling, and are thankful and appreciative of the brand that you've
killed yourself to build, that's definitely the biggest perk. 

I think it never gets old. We do a lot of events. We'll set up a booth somewhere, or we'll
have a popup at The Wing or somewhere like that. And these women come up, and
they're like, "Oh my god. You're Unbound. I love Unbound." Then you're just like ...
There's this moment where I'm like, "You do?" 'Cause it's just this thing that, you know ...
and I think a lot of founders can relate to that feeling of you pour your blood, sweat and
tears into this company, and nobody knows about it. Your family and friends are like,
"What are you doing with your life?" You're like, "Is anybody gonna care about this thing
that I've basically birthed into the world?"  

So I think four years later, to see how excited people get about the brand is something
that, a feeling I could have never imagined. I would imagine it's like when your kid brings
home a report card with straight A's or something. It's really cool to see this thing in the
world that you don't know if anybody is going to believe in, and then all of a sudden,
people champion it in the same way that I do. It's just ... I don't know. It's a super magical
thing that happens. 

Kelly: And how about ... I mean after you did the support of Planned Parenthood, you
had some positive responses in the political arena from that, right? 
Polly Rodriguez: Yeah. I think we definitely ... I don't know that the Senators themselves
... We got a lot of shout-outs, and we got a lot of like ... The press definitely picked it up.
Planned Parenthood, Cecile Richards, wrote me a hand written letter thanking us for the  
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campaign and for the donation. Yeah, I think you just have to ... It's really scary I think, to
put together marketing campaigns that you know there'll be a contingency of people
that will hate it, but you have to know that there will also be a big group of people that
will love it. 

So we've got definitely a massive positive response from both customers and the
organizations that have benefited. 

Kelly: You know, I think that's a really important part. I think that applies across
industries, and whether you have a startup that's pitching for investor dollars, you have a
small business, you're doing something creative. That whole idea of going out on a limb
and trying to reach that one person and not really caring who doesn't like what you're
saying, it's so hard. It's so easy to want to just make everybody happy and like you and
present this friendly, universally appealing thing. But it's ultimately more effective all
across the board if you do it with that, hey there's someone I know whose gonna love
that, and I'm gonna create for that person. And everybody else I gotta tune out, as hard
as that might be.  

Polly Rodriguez: Totally, and I think this is something ... I spend my weekends meeting
with female founders and talking about the early days of getting that traction. It's so
tough. I think one of the best pieces of advice that I ever got was, it's much better to have
a small group of people love you than a large group of people like you. Because the
small group of people that love you are going to tell their friends about you. They're
gonna share your company on social media. They're gonna become the evangelical users
of your brand versus if you are just kind of talking to everybody. And people will like you.
They'll think you're cool, but they're not gonna tell other people about you. They're not
gonna champion the brand in the way you want those early adopters and those first
customers. They have to be so excited that they want to talk about you to everybody
they know. 

So I think in order to get someone to feel that way, you have to really take a lot of time
up front to ask yourself, what are the values of my brand? What do we stand for? Who
are we talking to? What is our personality? I think a lot of the times, that can feel like
mushy stuff, and it's like, yeah right lady. I got 20 customer service emails I gotta answer,
but you have to make time to do that because it just pays off in dividends over time. It
makes every strategic decision you're gonna make down the road that much faster and
easier because you know either this does fit within our brand ethos, or it doesn't. So
we're not gonna do it.  
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So I wish I would have ... I just wish somebody would have told me that in the early years
because I think I spent a lot of time floundering in terms of like, how do I build this
brand? How do I talk to my customer? And then finally, I was just like, "Okay. The brand's
an extension of my personality. I'm just gonna lean into that, and talk to our customers
the way I would talk to my best friend." And over time we're gonna have to scale and
grow and pull that back a little bit, but in the early days, it's worked really, really well. 

Kelly: Well, and recently you had mentioned earlier, Unbound took another twist in the
road that a lot of founders take. But it's again, kind of like what we were saying about
how it's not easy to think about that one person, and only create for them. You decided
to move into Unbound having its own brand of products. Whereas before, you were
working with a lot of different vendors. I've seen startups make that move before, and
it's kind of a sign of maturity. It's often easier sometimes, financially it makes sense to
source a bunch of other products, and kind of be the distributor and packager of those
things. But it's another thing entirely to say, "Nope. We're going to have our products in
house and put them out to the world." Can you talk a little bit about that transition and
what that was like for you? 

Polly Rodriguez: Totally. I think, well for one, you basically have to make a decision of,
can we be best in class at this? And is manufacturing something we think we can offer?
Can we offer differentiated solution then what's already out in the market? I think for us,
when we got into the industry, we realized that because it's a really fragmented industry
you have a distributor model where, similar to what Warby Parker was trying to solve
with glasses in general, and what Casper was trying to solve with mattresses. You had a
middle man that was taking 40% of the price just to reallocate the distribution of
products. When you reach a certain scale, it really doesn't make sense to be paying a
distributor for that chunk of the end retail price.  

So after two and half years of aggregating data on what price point women wanted, what
features mattered to them, what color schemes, all of this stuff. We said we can really
manufacture these products in a way that is still really high quality, body safe materials,
really amazing features, but also at price point that is way more attractive to the end
consumer because we won't sell through a distributor. We'll just sell directly to them
online. I think in order to do that, you have to really ask yourself, do I think I can really
solve manufacturing?  
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Because the problems we face today are totally different than the problems we faced
before. Right now, we're sold out of two of our best sellers which sounds like a great
problem to have, but you can't ... It takes time to get those shipped here, and you can't,
you don't want to overnight them because then you eat into your margin. So you have to
decide to get good at supply chain and to really be patient and understand because
there are a lot of learnings there.  

Then you also have to make sure that you have an audience that the brand is going to
resonate with. So you wanna have a big following on social media, a big email list, a big
user list of people that are coming to your site every day. Otherwise, you're gonna invest
all this money in a brand that people are probably like, "Oh, I've never heard of that
brand so what credibility do they have?" 

So I think, in a weird way, bootstrapping for the first two and half years allowed us to
build up a lot of the foundational components so that when we went to market with our
own product, it wasn't falling on deaf ears. We had an audience that was excited to buy
Unbound branded products. 

Kelly: How does that feel that you're actually putting out into the market things that are
just Unbound. That basically you and your team have created and sourced the materials
for, the whole design process, what's that like? 

Polly Rodriguez: It's such a vanity thing, but it feels so good. They're like your little babies.
You spend so many hours per week just up late at night. Especially with manufacturing,
the hours are crazy and the timelines are crazy. So it's really cool to see them out in the
world, and then it's really amazing ... We have customer reviews on our site, and people
love the products. And I think it's amazing to see this community of women and femme
identifying individuals and non-binary individuals just championing the products and
love them. Buy them for their friends, for their mom, for their sister. It's really cool to see
it happen organically.  

I'm just excited for us to continue to grow the brand, and release new products and
tackle all types of problems because there's definitely no shortages of experiences that
women face when it comes to their sexual health and wellness. 
Kelly: Well I definitely think, and it's just my opinion as one investor, but your kind of
company is the kind of company that just, I find very exciting. I think it's just the perfect  
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blend of trying to go after a profitable model, but also doing something that changes
something in the way we live our lives and how we approach an important issue. So it's
kind one of the reasons I do what I do, and it was a pleasure to hear your pitch and to
stay updated as one of your investors. So I wish you all the best, and let listeners know,
where they can find you? Anything that you'd like them to know about? 

Polly Rodriguez: Well, I will, but I just also want to say one thing which is that you were
one of our first believers. And I think I'm so grateful that women like you exist in the
world because I think for female founders it's so important to have investors and
champions who identify with the problem and are also able to make an investment and
gives those companies and those women validity. So thank you for working as hard as I
know that you do to seek out those founders and to champion them because I know it's
not easy from an investment perspective either. So you are one of the first people that
believed in the company. So thank you for that. 

Kelly: Well thank you for saying that because yeah. Really it's just a fun moment for me
when I find the companies like that. It's just like, oh yeah. Oh, hell yeah. I wanna do this.
Let's ... I mean, it's almost a little perverse because I kind of even enjoy with your
company, the whole fact that you get lumped in with those things. It kinda scratches an
itch for me where I'm like, "Really? Really? We can't have a conversation about this
because it's what? Weird?" I was like, "Yeah. No. I'm backing that. That has to do
something in the world. I need that to do something." 

Polly Rodriguez: Well that's amazing. And it's so cool to see, I think, the tide shift too in
hopefully female investing and starting to see more women on the other side of the
table, but I know you're fighting the good fight. We need more women like you out there
who are bold and want to be contrarian in that way. So it's amazing. 

Kelly: Well thank you. So how 'bout where can listeners find out more about you?
Anything you'd like to share with them? 

Polly Rodriguez: Yeah, they can find us at unboundbabes.com. And our Instagram is, if
you need something, like if you're a fan of memes and laughter, and if you're waiting in
line for salad during lunch and you need to laugh, I highly recommend you follow
Unbound Babes on Instagram. The girl who runs and on our team is hilarious.  
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Kelly: Awesome. I will definitely. I know I follow you, but I don't know that I follow the
second account so I'll have to make sure that I get on that. That sounds- 

Polly Rodriguez: Yeah. It's pretty funny. 

Kelly: Alright, well Polly thank you so much, and thank you for being on the show. 

Polly Rodriguez: Yeah, thanks for having me. It's been great. 

Kelly: Okay. Alright. Take care. 

You can always find this episode, and the links we talked about, at
seejaneinvest.com/podcast. If you head over there, you're also gonna find information
about our big summer giveaway. This is a chance for us to reward you, the listeners we
love, with some fantastic prizes. Everyone who enters gets my ultimate guide to
networking with investors, but we're also giving away 10 sets of the See Jane Invest
summer book series, which feature five books from authors you're going to hear on the
podcast this summer and into the fall. And they're all signed by the authors, so really a
collectible set.  

I'm also giving away three video pitch reviews. You'll send in a video. I'm going to give
you video feedback in return. It's a great way to air your idea, ask some questions, and
get feedback from somebody who does it for a living. And finally, one grand prize winner
is going to get my Seal the Deal Course and a one-on-one with me. It's not even open to
the public. So this is your chance to get it for free.  

So go on over to seejaneinvest.com/podcast. Enter the contest. We want to see you get
these prizes, and we want to say thank you for listening. If you have a chance, please
leave a review on iTunes. It really means so much to podcasts like mine. It's how we get
seen and heard, and of course, share it with your friends. Find us on social media. We
are so grateful you're here, and we hope you've been enjoying the content. That's it for
this episode. Until next time, See Jane Invest in her idea. See Jane Invest in her
community. See Jane Invest in her. 


